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Liflicon strives to deliver user-friendly innovative designs and quality assured products. In championing the use of Silicone for household items, more can enjoy the health and environmental benefits of Silicone products, ensuring a healthier, more eco-friendly and fulfilling lifestyle for all.

Liflicon

LIFE IS FULL OF SURPRISES!

OEM Partners
02-Product Ranges

Home & Kitchen

Cooking Utensils, Lifestyle Accessories, Stylish Cookware, Cups.

Baby & Child Care

Infant Feeding, Children's Tableware
03-Marketing Network
Committed to deliver the safest and highest quality silicone products to the world
### 05 - Business Cooperation

#### Brand Cooperation
- Brand customization
- Color customization
- Gift purchase

#### Channel Cooperation
- Inventory sharing
- Offer free samples
- Drop ship
Waltz Cookware Set

- **Turner**
  Thin and large silicone edge to scrape contents from pots and pans easier
  SKU: CS1001-01
  Color: ●
  Weight: 100g
  Dimension: 360mm*90mm

- **Ladle**
  Large capacity and proper angle of inclination to scoop contents smoothly
  SKU: CS1003-01
  Weight: 112g
  Dimension: 340mm*80mm

- **Colander**
  Wide body to scoop and drain food straight out of hot water and oil.
  SKU: CS1002-01
  Color: ●
  Weight: 110g
  Dimension: 390mm*115mm

- **Rice Paddle**
  Silicone non-stick design works with any type of rice
  SKU: CS1004-01
  Color: ●
  Weight: 50g
  Dimension: 240mm*75mm

**General Instruction**
- Food grade silicone, FDA approved.
- High heat resistant, BPA Free, Premium quality.
- Light and ergonomically designed; Easy to clean.
- Non-stick utensils: Won't scratch pots and pans.
- Heat resistant up to 428°F/220℃
**Tango Cookware Set**

- **Turner**
  Wide flexible edge that can cleanly empty leftovers in the cooking vessel, easy to make the steak over.

- **Skimmer**
  Arc-shaped hole design for gaining dumpling, macaroni, meat and other ingredients from water or oil.

- **Ladle**
  Large scoop capacity and soft silicone material to scoop into the corner of any pot or pan.

- **Noodle Server**
  The long handle prevents from scalding or burning.

- **Spoonula**
  This Silicone Spoonula combined the best of scoop and turner for stir frying, serving and more.

- **Food Tong**
  With durable nylon heads coated in silicone, and silicone heads are firm and angled to offer amazing grip and control.

- **Utensil Stand**
  Food grade plastic material structure, strong and light, durable, healthy and safe, saving more space.

- **Utensil Rest**
  Multifunctional storage, can be used for shelving food, kitchen miscellaneous, easy to clean.
Silicone Cookware Set - ChaCha
ChaCha Cookware Set

- **Turner**
  - Soft connector design make it easier for Sautéing, turning and flipping foods in a pan
  - SKU: CS101905P01
  - Color: 
  - Weight: 130g
  - Dimension: 235mm*95mm

- **Slotted Turner**
  - Flexible silicone edge with angular design is great for flipping ingredients
  - SKU: CS102003P01
  - Color: 
  - Weight: 130g
  - Dimension: 330mm*105mm

- **Skimmer**
  - Craftly designed for quick straining, skimming, lifting and more
  - SKU: CS102104P01
  - Color: 
  - Weight: 130g
  - Dimension: 325mm*100mm

- **Ladle**
  - Provides superior heat resistance for easy swiping of soups, sauces, stews and more
  - SKU: CS102201P01
  - Color: 
  - Weight: 130g
  - Dimension: 320mm*90mm

- **Rice Paddle**
  - Perfect for rice and ultra-sticky sweet rice, scrambled eggs, and other stickier foods
  - SKU: CS102302P01
  - Color: 
  - Weight: 80g
  - Dimension: 230mm*70mm

---

PLATINUM SILICONE  FDA REGISTERED  SGS  GMP  LFGB
Silicone Food Steamer & Mat

- **Silicone Food Steamer**
  - SKU: CS1014
  - Color: [Colors]
  - Weight: 170g
  - Dimension: Dia. 205mm*95mm
  - Large capacity with flat bottom is good utensil for healthy lifestyle

- **Steamer Mat**
  - SKU: CS1015, CS1016
  - Color: [Colors]
  - Weight: 15g, 20g
  - Dimension: Dia.180 mm*0.8mm Dia..225 mm*0.8mm
  - Non-stick to foods and easy to clean, dry and store

- **General Instruction**
  - 100% Food grade pure silicone.
  - FDA and LFGB approval, No BPA.
  - Non-stick and easy to clean.
Bakeware - Baking Molds

**Waffle Cake Mold**
Silicone and glossy non-stick finish allow for easy release of baked goods and desserts.

SKU: BS1004  
Color:  
Weight: 140g  
Dimension: 310mm*190mm*16mm

**Lollipop Cake Mold**
Non-stick surface allows the cake to pop right out with a little push from the bottom.

SKU: BS1005  
Color:  
Weight: 305g  
Dimension: 345mm*190mm*40mm

**Muffin Cake Mold - Set**
Made of 100% Pure Silicone; FDA & LFGB Approved; Recyclable and Eco-Friendly.

SKU: BS1006  
Color:  
Weight: 9g  
Dimension: 75mm*35mm*0.5mm

**Cake Tray Mold**
The nonstick surface allows 12-Cavity muffins to release from the pan easily.

SKU: BS1007  
Color:  
Weight: 181g  
Dimension: 340mm*235mm*46mm

**Baking Mat - Set**
Save on cooking oils & fat and save on baking sheets & pans.

SKU: BS1009, BS1010  
Color:  
Weight: 120g, 60g  
Dimension: 420mm*280mm*0.8mm, 300mm*210mm*0.8mm

**Pastry & Dumpling Mat**
The ideal for working surface not allowing your dough to cling to the mat.

SKU: BS1008  
Color:  
Weight: 160g  
Dimension: 600mm*400mm*0.4mm
**Bakeware - Baking Tools**

- **Brush**
  - SKU: BS1001
  - Color: ▲ ▲ ▲
  - Weight: 48g
  - Dimension: 195mm*33mm*15mm
  - Allow to brush and taste with ease, small size and easy to store.

- **Spoon**
  - SKU: BS1002
  - Color: ▲ ▲ ▲
  - Weight: 70g
  - Dimension: 270mm*65mm*15mm
  - Easy to stir, spread, scoop up and clean up.

- **Spatula**
  - SKU: BS1003
  - Color: ▲ ▲ ▲
  - Weight: 70g
  - Dimension: 270mm x 65mm x 15mm
  - Great for scraping bowls, spreading batters and getting every last bit of souse out of pans.
Cutting Board Range
Silicone Cutting Boards
Flexibility and durability allows for easy transfer from chopping to bowl. Healthy food preparation, soft & easy cutting, super knife-friendly.

Wood Fibre Cutting Boards
Made of natural wood fiber composite, relatively lightweight, durable, nonporous,
Ceramic Knife
SKU: GS1009
Color: ● ●
Weight: 65g
Dimension: 220mm*35mm*20mm
Light weight, extremely sharp
Rust proof and will remain oxidation free

Cutting Protector
SKU: GS1018
Color: ● ● ● ●
Weight: 50g
Dimension: 110mm*105mm*95mm
Protecting your fingers no smell and no hurt when you cutting ingredients.

General Instruction
- Made of 100% food grade silicone
- BPA Free, FDA & LFGB approved
- Durable, anti-bacteria and anti-mildew
- Eco-friendly and health, easy to store and clean up.
Silicone Suction Covers
Prevent stews and drips from spilling, retain their heat and lock in moisture and freshness.

SKU: GS1010~GS1013
Color: ⬤⬤⬤⬤
Weight: 30g/65g/85g/120g
Dimension: 120/180/215/250mm

Bottle Opener
Help to pry off bottle caps without any slippage, hanger design make it easier to identify beverage

SKU: GS1019
Color: ⬤
Weight: 25g
Dimension: 115mm*60mm*5mm

Hippo Whisk
Use four thicker wires, comfortable stainless steel handle

SKU: GS1029
Color: ⬤
Weight: 50g
Dimension: 250*60*20mm

Mini Oven Mitt
Protect hands from scalding during all of cooking activities at kitchen

SKU: GS1019
Color: ⬤⬤⬤⬤
Weight: 25g
Dimension: 115mm*60mm*5mm

Food Cable Tie
Multipurpose use for bread or vegetable storing, food bag sealing, etc

SKU: GS1020~GS1027
Color: ⬤⬤⬤⬤
Weight: 35g
Dimension:
- 170*40*6mm/220*40*6mm/
- 165*30*6mm/215*30*6mm/
- 180*30*5mm/230*30*5mm/
- 185*30*6mm/235*30*5mm/
Kitchen Gadgets

- **Silicone Magical Gloves**
  - SKU: CS1030
  - Color: 🌈
  - Weight: 250g
  - Dimension: 340mm*160mm*25mm
  - Protects your hands and fingers from detergents and water damages. A great washing gadget for your kitchen and home.

- **Face & Body Brush**
  - SKU: LS1001
  - Color: 🌈
  - Weight: 65g
  - Dimension: 100mm*70mm*30mm
  - Softy bristles perfect for facial, baby hair and body cleaning.

- **Round Ice Tray**
  - SKU: GS1015
  - Color: 🌈
  - Weight: 165g
  - Dimension: 275mm*82mm*48mm
  - Fancy round cubes, great for making ice-tea, coffee, milk, cocktails, champagne, brandy and any beverages

- **General Instruction**
  - FDA & LFGB Compliance, BPA Free, Antimicrobial
  - Heat resistant from -40°C~250°C
  - Safe for Oven, Freezer, Microwave and Dishwasher
  - Durable and long lasting
Tablewares – Silicone Mat / Coaster

- **Silicone Cup Mat**
  - SKU: GS1003
  - Color: 
  - Weight: 110g
  - Dimension: 100mm*3mm
  - The concave design on both sides catches moisture non-slip from glass

- **Silicone Bowl Mat**
  - SKU: GS1002
  - Color: 
  - Weight: 290g
  - Dimension: 200mm*4mm
  - Roll up for easy and compact storage or can hang from a hook

- **Silicone Dining Mat**
  - SKU: GS1001
  - Color: 
  - Weight: 295g
  - Dimension: 450mm*300mm*2mm
  - Slip-resistant to stay in place during use and roll up

- **General Instruction**
  - 100% Food grade silicone
  - Odorless, non-moldy
  - BPA free, Phthalates free, Recyclable
  - Odorless, non-moldy
  - Safe for microwave, dishwasher and oven

---

**Lificon Pte. Ltd.**

Life is full of surprises.
Spice Mill & Shaker

- **Pepper Mill**
  - SKU: GS1033
  - Capacity: 160ml
  - Weight: 230g
  - Dimension: 66.5*135mm
  - High-quality glass body and non-corrosive ceramic blades. Adjustable coarseness features

- **Dual Pepper Mill**
  - SKU: GS1034
  - Capacity: 200ml
  - Weight: 255g
  - Dimension: 52.6x220mm
  - Dual compartment and grinding head for dual spices, come with the adjustable grinder that allows to set the coarseness of the spice

- **Spice Shaker**
  - SKU: GS1035
  - Capacity: 250ml
  - Weight: 120g
  - Dimension: 52mmx132mm
  - Simple dial lid opening to dispense spice easily to dishes

**General Instruction**
- Ceramic blending head, Stainless Steel & Transparent Acrylic Body
- Non-corrosive and rust free.
Disposable Kitchen Rags

SKU: LS1002
Color: Off-white
Weight: 100g
Material: Spunlace non-woven fabric
Rag Size: 200*200mm*50 counts/Bag
Package Size: 202*105*60mm

General Instruction
1. Individual Package and Removable Design, Easy to use in one-hand operation; Waterproof, moisture-proof and more durable.
2. Innovative wet and dry dual use design to instead cloth, dish towel for kitchen cleaning.
3. Advocate for disposable use, more hygienic to avoid secondary contamination of tableware
4. Renewable and recyclable material, Fluorescer and Decolorizer free, Healthy and Eco-friendly.
Life is full of surprises. 生活充满惊喜！

Cookware Set

GB FDA REGISTERED SGS GMP
Cookware Set

- **Wok**
  - SKU: CS1024
  - Color: Blue+Black
  - Weight:
    - Glass Lid: 905g
    - Body: 1035g
    - Total: 1940g
  - Dimension: $\varnothing 300\times 99\text{mm}$
  - Volume: 5.6L

- **Fry Pan**
  - SKU: CS1025
  - Color: Blue+Black
  - Weight:
    - Glass Lid: 800g
    - Body: 900g
    - Total: 1700g
  - Dimension: $\varnothing 280\times 61\text{mm}$
  - Volume: 3.1L

- **Casserole Pot**
  - SKU: CS1026
  - Color: Blue+Black
  - Weight:
    - Glass Lid: 640g
    - Body: 1250g
    - Total: 1890g
  - Dimension: $\varnothing 240\times 133\text{mm}$
  - Volume: 5.2L

- **General Instruction**
  1. Aluminum material has great and fast thermal dispersion properties.
  3. Extra layer of thermal sprayed coated on IH (Induction Heat) stainless steel bottom for a seamless looking design and improved heat distribution. Provides excellent energy efficiency, minimizes heat loss, and prevents discoloration that allow you to use for a long time, in contrast with traditional bare IH bottom cookware.
  4. Safe and eco-friendly coating material that are PTFE-free, PFOA-free, Cadmium-free and Lead-free; Product are SGS tested for FDA and LFGB approval. It is safe and healthy.
Liflicon Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)
Liflicon (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.

www.liflicon.com
0512-68054026
Inquiry@liflicon.com

Room 603, Building C, Innovative center mansion,
No.117, Zhujiang Road, Suzhou, China